
What Is Your Plan To Make It Through The Worst Global Food Crisis In Any Of
Our Lifetimes?

Description

USA: We are being warned well ahead of time that it is coming.  Joe Biden has publicly 
admitted that the coming food shortages are “going to be real”, and the head of the UN World 
Food Program is now telling us that we could soon see “hell on Earth” because the lack of food 
will be so severe.  Food prices are already escalating dramatically all over the globe, and food 
riots have already erupted in Sri Lanka and elsewhere.  But most people in the western world 
are treating this crisis as if it is no big deal.  Many seem to assume that our leaders have 
everything under control and that things will work out just fine somehow.

Unfortunately, the truth is that everything is not going to be okay.

So far this year, the number of hungry people around the globe has risen to more than 800 million…

Currently around 811 million people are experiencing hunger. Levels of food insecurity
have doubled from 2019, increasing from 135 million to 276 million. Of this total around 
48.9 million people are facing acute or emergency levels of food insecurity that
require humanitarian intervention.

But this is just the tip of the iceberg.

Much worse is ahead, and David Beasley is openly warning that “hell on Earth” is coming…

The UN has warned that there could be “hell on earth” due to the global economic
impacts of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

The Guardian reports that David Beasley, director of the UN World Food Programme
(WFP), has said that the war has been “devastating” in conjunction with various other
factors.
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https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/speeches-remarks/2022/03/24/remarks-by-president-biden-in-press-conference-7/
https://www.wfp.org/hunger-catastrophe


He said, “Even before the Ukraine crisis, we were facing an unprecedented global 
food crisis because of Covid and fuel price increases. Then, we thought it couldn’t 
get any worse, but this war has been devastating.”

According to Beasley, we will soon see “frightening” shortages of food, and those shortages could
potentially spark civil unrest in literally dozens of different nations…

Dozens of countries risk protests, riots and political violence this year as food prices surge
around the world, the head of the food-aid branch of the United Nations has warned.

Speaking in Ethiopia’s capital, Addis Ababa, on Thursday, David Beasley, director of the
UN World Food Programme (WFP), said the world faced “frightening” shortages that
could destabilise countries that depend on wheat exports from Ukraine and Russia.

But most Americans are not paying much attention to this rapidly growing crisis because they don’t
think that it will really impact them personally.

For the vast majority of us, a lack of food is something that we have never had to be concerned about
before.

During “normal” times, we could always go to the grocery store and fill up our carts with mountains of
super cheap food whenever we wanted.

Unfortunately, things have changed.  Food production in the U.S. is going to be way below
expectations this year, and the head of the National Black Farmers Association claims that we will
soon see “a lot of empty shelves and a lot more high food prices”…

Three weeks ago John Boyd Jr., the President of the National Black Farmers Association,
said “We are in a crisis right now as far as the food chain goes with the farmer in this
country,” adding “We’re going to see a lot of empty shelves and a lot more high food 
prices.” 

In his forty-year career as a farmer, Boyd said he never imagined he would be “paying 
$5.63 for a gallon of diesel fuel, $900 a ton for fertilizer, and all-time high prices for soybean 
seeds.” All of the prices he mentioned are at record highs, pressuring farmers’ margins.

Of course we are already seeing widespread shortages of certain products around the country.

For example, Fox Business is reporting on the serious shortage of tampons that has recently started
making headlines…

A spokesperson for Tampax, which is owned by P&G, told FOX Business in a statement
that this is “a temporary situation, and the Tampax team is producing tampons 24/7 to meet
the increased demand for our products.”
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https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2022/jun/17/united-nations-wfp-hell-on-earth-ukraine-war-russia
https://www.theguardian.com/world/unitednations
https://www.theguardian.com/world/ukraine


Meanwhile, the ongoing shortage of baby formula just keeps getting even worse…

Parents aren’t getting much of a break as the out-of-stock rate for baby formula rose to 73%
nationwide for the week ending May 29, according to the most recent data by retail data
firm Datasembly. It’s a significant increase from earlier in the month, when the national out-
of-stock rate for baby formula stood at 45%.

On top of everything else, we are now facing a shortage of hot sauce…

In April, Huy Fong Foods, Inc., the nation’s leading sriracha sauce manufacturer, sent a
letter to customers about an impending shortage, which would directly impact retailers and
restaurants.

“Unfortunately, we can confirm that there is an unprecedented shortage of our products,”
Huy Fong Foods told Fox News Digital in an email.

These shortages are just a very small preview of what is approaching.

As I have been warning on my website throughout 2022, conditions are going to deteriorate quite a bit
more in the months ahead.

So what is your plan to make it through the worst global food crisis in any of our lifetimes?

Have you been stocking up?

Earlier this year, I published a list of 50 basic items that I would recommend having on hand.  The
following list is certainly not exhaustive, but it will help you cover many of the essentials…

#1 A Generator

#2 A Berkey Water Filter

#3 A Rainwater Collection System If You Do Not Have A Natural Supply Of Water Near Your Home

#4 An Emergency Medical Kit

#5 Rice

#6 Pasta

#7 Canned Soup

#8 Canned Vegetables

#9 Canned Fruit
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http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/


#10 Canned Chicken

#11 Jars Of Peanut Butter

#12 Salt

#13 Sugar

#14 Powdered Milk

#15 Bags Of Flour

#16 Yeast

#17 Lots Of Extra Coffee (If You Drink It)

#18 Buckets Of Long-Term Storable Food

#19 Extra Vitamins

#20 Lighters Or Matches

#21 Candles

#22 Flashlights Or Lanterns

#23 Plenty Of Wood To Burn

#24 Extra Blankets

#25 Extra Sleeping Bags

#26 A Sun Oven

#27 An Extra Fan If You Live In A Hot Climate

#28 Hand Sanitizer

#29 Toilet Paper

#30 Extra Soap And Shampoo

#31 Extra Toothpaste

#32 Extra Razors

#33 Bottles Of Bleach

#34 A Battery-Powered Radio
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#35 Extra Batteries

#36 Solar Chargers

#37 Trash Bags

#38 Tarps

#39 A Pocket Knife

#40 A Hammer

#41 An Axe

#42 A Shovel

#43 Work Gloves

#44 N95 Masks

#45 Seeds For A Garden

#46 Canning Jars

#47 Extra Supplies For Your Pets

#48 An Emergency Supply Of Cash

#49 Bibles For Every Member Of Your Family

#50 A “Bug Out Bag” For Every Member Of Your Family

Many of the items on this list are now much more expensive than they were earlier this year.

And if you wait, many of them will continue to become much more expensive.

If you don’t like my list, come up with your own.

The important thing is to have a plan.

Global events are really starting to spiral out of control, and I expect the second half of this year to be
even more chaotic than the first half of this year has been.

by  Michael
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